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Abstract: Microdrops have been one of the most important branches in microfluidic science, Microfluidic
oscillators were obtained from wall attachment microfluidic amplifiers using a feedback loop from the outputs
to the control inputs [1], [2] have experimentally investigated the effects of the dimensions of the jet nozzle and
feedback channel on the oscillatory frequency of water. In this work, we based on a feedback fluidic oscillator
studied by [2], we perform numerical CFD study on the influence of hydrodynamics and physical parameters
on the production of microdrops and its flow-separation, for that, we use the typical geometry, which includes
double T-junction connected by a fluidic oscillator in order to produce simultaneous microdrops of oil on water.
The generation of microdrops is computed by volume-of-fluid method (VOF). We investigated the microdrops
frequencies as function of the difference of applied pressure ( P) and interfacial tension, flow oscillations of
microdrops were triggered by the Coanda effect on jet flow, physical analysis of simulation results is also
presented. The computational results show that the difference of applied pressure ( P) on T-junction and
interfacial tension have a significant effect on the microdrops oscillatory frequency and its selection. 
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INTRODUCTION 1996], they can be used as flowmeters. A novel fluidic

Microdrops in microfluidic provide numerous where he makes these oscillators attractive as
benefits for conducting biological and chemical assays. microreactor [4]. Recent advances in computational fluid
Working  in  this  field  allows  to  benefit   of  reduction dynamics (CFD) methods have made it possible to
in the volume of reagent required, the size of sample simulate the effect of active flow control devices on major
required and the size of the tools. A lot of techniques are aircraft components.
studied for microdrops manipulation as EWOD, SAW, In order to study the effects of straight and curved
magnetic, optical and hydrodynamic techniques, the wall on the oscillation [2] has established his feedback
benefit of the latter is that no part of the device is in fluidic flowmeters on the basis of the analysis of
moving, microfluidic flowmeters are one of the most monostable oscillator of [Khelfaoui 2009].
microdevice used for hydrodynamics flow control. In this work we suggest fluidic oscillator for
Nevertheless, this device hasn’t used yet for microdrops microdrops flow-selection, using [2] model (curved wall
applications. model) with some modifications, in which we have

The working principle of this device consists in connected a double T-junction in the lower part of the
disturbing the flow of jets issuing from a nozzle and fluidic oscillator to produce microdrops. We also discuss
expanding between two curved walls will attach to the the influence of operating pressure on microdrops
less  curved  one  or  to  the wall which is closer from the frequency at the output of the device. Furthermore, the
jet  axis,  which  leads  it  to oscillate and flow into effects of surface tension between both phases on
feedback channel. The device is also called micro injector. microdrops flow and its distribution into both feedbacks
In these cases, the oscillators use special designed are analyzed. For that, we connected the oscillator by
geometric configurations, to create an environment where double T-junction to generate simultaneous microdrops
self-induced, sustained oscillations will occur [5, Gebhard of oil on water.

oscillator has been developed and tested by V. Tesar,
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Fig. 1: Geometrical characteristic of our model

Numerical studies are conducted to select dispersed It shows the main parts of the device that include: input
phase (microdrops) flew through both feedback channel, right and left inlet of T-junction, oscillating zone, outputs,
when the jet is switching from attachment wall to another, right and left.
it leaves the oscillator by output channels which leads
some of micro drops to leave the oscillator, for this VOF Method: he segregated solver for an unsteady
purpose a CFD modeling and the volume of fluid (VOF) laminar flow was used in CFD, the volume of fluid method
method were used. The latter allows for broad parametric was performed to track the interface between the oil
variations that are hard to probe experimentally. CFD also microdrops and the continuous phase. The VOF model is
provides detailed, two-dimensional and time-dependent a surface-tracking technique that is useful when studying
information such as pressures and velocities that are the position of the interface between two immiscible
difficult to measure experimentally and can thus provide fluids. A single set of momentum equations is shared by
mechanistic insights needed to check various the fluids and the volume fraction of each of the fluids in
hypotheses. each computational cell is tracked throughout the domain.

Geometrical Characteristics of Our Oscillator: [2] amount of continuous and dispersed phase in each cell.
experimentally studied Feedback fluidic flowmeters, in A variable, , was defined as [3]:
which he investigated the effects of the jet nozzle and
feedback channel size on the oscillatory frequency for  = 1  when the cell is 100% filled with continuous
curved and straight walls. Using water as the working phase
fluid, the author found that the feedback fluidic  = 0  when the cell is 100% filled with dispersed phase
flowmeters with curved attachment walls, have a greater 0 <  < 1  when the cell contains an interface between
oscillatory frequency than those with straight attachment the two phases.
walls. The oscillatory frequency obtained and identified
by  the  discrete  fast  Fourier trans form method (FFT) is The  density   and viscosity µ, for both phases
f = 2.42 Hz. (water and oil) can be calculated using a linear

Basing on the [2] model (curved attachments wall), dependence:
we established our model with simple modifications, we The subscript 1 is chosen for the continuous liquid
studied the microdrops flow-selecting after its production (primary) phase, while the subscript 2 for the discrete
by T-junction geometry in the lower part of the oscillator. phase (microdrops) 
Fig. 1 presents the geometrical characteristics of the
microfluidic oscillators connected by double T-junction.  =  +  (1- ) (1)

The VOF model uses phase averaging to define the
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µ = µ  + µ  (1- ) (2) conditions  of T-junction are defined as pressure inlet1 2

with no viscous stress boundary condition and the
There are several different VOF algorithms with pressure of outlet is the same as the atmospheric

different accuracies and complexities in CFD. The pressure, with no-slip boundary conditions at all the
geometric reconstruction scheme used in this study is walls. The second-order upwind scheme is used for
based on the work of Youngs (1982) and further described discretization of the momentum equation. The PISO
by [9]. This scheme permits a piecewise-linear approach, scheme is taken as the pressure-velocity coupling
which assumes that the interface has a linear slope within scheme, while the PRESTO! is taken as the pressure
each cell and the position of the interface is calculated discretization scheme. The geometric reconstruction
from the volume fraction and its derivatives in the cell. scheme is used for interpolation of the interface geometry.
The solutions of the velocity field and pressure are It is able to form mono-dispersed droplets by this way due
calculated using a body-force-weighted discretization to the different surface tensions of two fluids.
scheme for the pressure, the Pressure-Implicit with The computations were run for a large number of time
Splitting of Operators (PISO) scheme for the pressure steps (10 ) to generate a database from which
velocity. statistically converged mean and perturbation flow

The body-force-weighted scheme is used since it quantities could be extracted. The convergence limit was
works well with the VOF model and the PISO scheme is set to a residual sum of 10  for the continuity and
chosen to improve the efficiency of the calculation of the velocity components. These results are discussed in the
momentum balance after the pressure correction equation following sections.
is solved. The requirement to successfully follow of microdrops

The CFD software was used to simulate the flow of behavior leads to very large numbers of grid cells when
oil microdrops into a fluidic oscillator. it uses a control- uniform meshes are used. For our 2D case, 14614 grid
volume-based technique to convert the governing points  were  needed  to  reach  a  converged  solution.
equations into algebraic equations that can then be The requirement to successfully follow of droplets
solved numerically. The governing equations are the mass behavior leads to very large numbers of grid cells when
conservation equation for each phase and the momentum uniform  meshes  are  used. Three intervals mesh sizes
equation: were tested to obtain grid independent solutions (h = 0.06,

(3) volumes and interface shapes between successive mesh

where the velocity is given by u. In addition, a single Therefore,  our  simulations  in  this  study are done with
momentum equation is used for the mixture of two-phase- h = 1 µm to save computing time without losing the
fluid. The momentum equation hence is described by: accuracy of the numerical results.

(4) Surface Tension Effects: As dyphasic flows in

where F is the surface tension force F = (x)n, is the tension at the interface between the fluids and in order to
curvature of the interface and n is a unit vector normal to know the influence of surface tension between two
the interface.  is the surface tension coefficient. phases on the microdrops behavior, we have studied the

Microdrop Model Calculation and Parameters: The we fixed operating pressure at T-junction (1.5 bar at low
present numerical method is based on the VOF method of inlet and 1.48 bar at the right and left inlet) and the
the CFD. The flows are taken to be two-dimensional and temperature of fluids on 300K, the main results are
laminar. The fluid density and viscosity are assumed to be summarized on the next both figures: 
constant in each phase. The Figure 3 shows the influence of surface tension

In this model, the influence of surface tension and the on microdrops flow, the principle molecules at the
pressure inlet are focused; we take the surface tension as interface always look for other molecules to equilibrate
constant and set as 0.003N/m. The viscosities of both their interactions. As a result, in the absence of other
liquids water and oil are respectively defined as µ = 0.001 forces, interfaces tend to adopt a flat profile and when itw

kg/m.s , µ = 0.003 kg/m.s  in this model. The boundary is  not  possible due to capillary constraints at the contact1 1
o

5

3

h = 0.08 and h = 0.1 µm). The relative difference of droplet

sizes is observed to be small as the mesh size decreases.

microchannels are mainly influenced by the surface

same model for several surface tension values. For that,
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Fig. 2: (a): volume fraction of oil microdrops (dispersed phase) flew through the output of oscillator (b): Contours of oil
volume fraction at t=16.03s for  =0.003, the precedents figures are under operating pressure of P  = 1.5 bar ando

P  = 1.48 bar, (c) and (d) presente Maximal frequency of oil phase (microdorps) as function of P between 0.02w

to 0.32 and 0.32 to 0.62 respectively (e) maximal frequency development of oil phase (microdrops) and its velocities
in the output system as function of P

of solids, they take a convex rounded shape, as close as Results Analysis and Discussion of Microdrops
possible to that of a sphere [7], in this figure, the Modeling: The present numerical method is based on the
frequency of microdrops  in the output of the microdevice VOF method of the CFD. The flow modeling is taken to be
is increasing with increasing of contact energy (surface two-dimensional   and   laminar.   The   fluids  densities
tension), which means that water molecules surround are and  viscosities  are  respectively  µ  =  0.001  kg/m.s ,
increasing around of the oil microdrops. µ = 0.003  kg/m.s  =  830m /kg  and  =  998.2  m /kg.

w
1

o c d
1 3 3
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Fig. 3: Maximal frequency development of oil phase (microdrops) as function of surface tension

Fig. 4: (A): Microdrop detachment step, (B) and (C): tow different of microdrop flow throght the inlet of right feedback

In order to verify the influence of operating pressure on These simulations provide useful information about
dispersed phase frequency at the output of the oscillator, the flow physics in the internal and external regions of the
we have taken  1.48  bar  at  right and left inlets pressure oscillator. The frequency of dispersed phase (microdrops)
and several values at low inlet (from 1.5 bar to 2.2 bar by is obtained for two different cases; the first is when the
step of 0.2 bar). different operating pressure on T-junction inlets is upper

The Figure 2.a shows that the oil volume fraction is than 0.32 bar where the frequency is increasing until 1.72
lower than the water volume fraction for all the interval, KHz for P=1.9 (for the low inlet) and P=1.48 bar (for right
the principle that help us to select microdrops by this and left inlet), the second is when different operating
graphics is: When the oil volume fraction is zero, it means pressures on the T-junction inlets is lower 0.32 bar where
that only continuous phase that is flowing through the the frequency  is  decreasing  until  0.17  KHz for P=1.9
studied zone, otherwise, when we have the water volume (for low inlet) and P=1.48 (for the right and left inlet).
fraction equal zero means that in this moment the oil The Figure 2.b monitors a few microdrops flow into
microdrop is flowing through the outlet of the oscillator. left feedback channel, whereas the right feedback includes
As example, we have indicated in this figure three a small dispersed phase. When the jet flow into one
microdrops that are flowing throughout the calculation, feedback channel, it includes a few microdrops, from
we have also detected other few microdrops that are which it can be deduced that the microdrops in the other
smaller than the three ones. We signal that when part of feedback channel are in the static case. The simultaneous
the fluid downstream of the jet flow or from other regions production of microdrops facilitates the jet flow to bring
with higher pressure is circulated in the low-pressure with him a microdrops. When the jet attacks the right
region, the attachment jet flow is switched to follow the attachment wall, it leads the microdrops that were
other attachment wall. Owing to the Coanda effect, an produced from the right T-junction to flow into the right
oscillating flow at a fixed frequency occurs within the feedback channel. the same procedure was conducted,
enlarged passage (oscillating chamber), this procedure when the jet flow attacks the left feedback channel, for
leads produced microdrops to follow switching jet produced microdrops from the left T-junction.
behavior, by entering feedbacks channels, The oscillatory According to the result obtained by [Yanrong 2013],
frequencies are proportional to the volumetric flow rates we have also obtained a low pressure (also called low
over arrange; consequently, flow measurement can be pressure bubble) at the upper part of the oscillation
realized using the frequency. chamber, between the attachment wall and the attachment
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jet (close to the entrance of both feedback channel), ACKNOWLEDGMENT
consequently, low vortex is observed in this zone, thus,
microdrops are reticulating for a short time, in which they The present study was supported by ENERGARID
lose their stable form, then leave to entrance in feedback laboratory, especially the group of integral system
channel. control.

The First Results of Experimental Study: Fluidic Nomenclature:
oscillators have been proven to be an effective and
efficient tool for separation control. Nonetheless, a lack of f : frequency (Hz)
knowledge persists regarding the actuator properties, R : rayon (mm)
underlying mechanisms and governing parameters for L : length (mm)
flow control applications [11]. As first experimental steps, u : velocity (m/s)
We focused only the microdrops visualization. We have n : unit vector normal to the interface.
used two pumps drives (Masterflex L/S Drive HV-77521- : curvature of the interface
47), to pump both phases into the microfluidic flowmeters, F : the surface tension force 
oil on water microdrops (oil at the right and left of the inlet W : width (mm)
T-junction and water at the low inlet) were produced and H : depth (mm)
flew into the microfluidic device. : density (kg/m )

For the experimental study, we present the first results µ : dynamic viscosity (kg/m .s )
obtained for the same model, the latter is fabricated using : phase fraction
Etching method to provide uniform surface properties  on : incline angle of the straight attachment wall
all  walls  of the channel, in this work, Figure 4A shows a : the surface tension coefficient
picture of microdrop production step, while Figure 4B and : time
4C show the flow of one microdrop through the right
feedback channel of the oscillator. REFERENCES
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